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Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
The changing picture
Late August, Early September

Late Sept and October

• Cases – R rate 1 or just above, weekly
around 50 per 100,000
• Demographics – large families linked
with over crowding and middle aged
renters, and young flat owners in
town centres. Still linked to similar
areas and not borough wide
• Testing – Widespread % positive low
• Hospitalisations – Slight increase but
still very low

• Cases – R rate above 1 in many
groups, large increase in cases
• Demographics – all families, older
workers, emerging in new groups and
areas, everyone impacted borough
wide
• Testing – All areas large increase in %
positive
• Hospitalisations – Increasing linked
directly to increase in cases in older
people
• Deaths –Emerging Covid-19 deaths
and increase in all cause deaths

Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
The changing picture
Late October -5th November

• Cases – R rate 1.8 above 2 in some
groups, weekly cases 500+ per
100,000 (much too high)
• Demographics – whole population,
rising cases in older people and
increased outbreaks in care homes
• Testing – Widespread, positivity rate
high
• Hospitalisations – increasing and
putting strain on system
• Deaths – Steady increase, weekly
Covid-19 deaths 12 then 16

Now –lockdown 2 start
• Cases – R rate likely falls to 1 but high
level of cases and needs to come
down
• Demographics – whole population
including older people and in care
homes, some falls in community older
people
• Testing – widespread, positivity rate
high
• Hospitalisations – too many cases,
mirroring rise in total cases in older
people
• Deaths – Rising to 35 from Covid-19
will possibly rise more before falling

Interpretation of Rochdale Coronavirus cases
How this is impacting the most vulnerable
Direct Impact of Virus
For Covid-19 the most vulnerable are those who are elderly and frail, those in care homes
and older people with multiple health conditions. These people have a case fatality rate of
5% or more. Crucial to prevent spread in these groups.
Many other people over 50 are also vulnerable if they have existing health conditions but
the case fatality rate is much lower <1%. Only a small proportion of people younger than
50 with multiple health issues are vulnerable
The vulnerable have seen increase in hospitalisations, all causes of deaths and Covid-19
deaths. Care homes reporting more cases and more all cause deaths. Likely to see an
increase in Covid-19 deaths in care homes.

Interpretation of Impact of Coronavirus
How this is impacting the most vulnerable
Indirect Impact of virus on vulnerable people
The response to the virus is causing harm.

Most vulnerable includes those at risk of decline because of isolation, financial distress,
lack of care and treatment. Many more groups included. Also some have the “double
whammy” of being Covid-19 vulnerable and Covid-response vulnerable (e.g. isolated older
people, bereaved).
Some of the most vulnerable may be hidden or less obvious and include:
•
•
•
•

Young people with anxiety
People trapped in abusive relationships
Wealthier people seeing their life’s work in ruins
Homeless and people with unaffordable mortgages

Rochdale Coronavirus
Impact on the most vulnerable
Full impact on different vulnerable groups not fully known, for example from
stops in cancer screening and less use of clinical services, disruptions to
schooling, the problem of long Covid and also the full economic impact will take
time to hit.

But our response to the virus is also producing hope and benefits.
Working together, focussed work in care homes, recognition of issues, increased
focus on importance of good mental health, walks in parks, family and friends
and communities coming together to help those in need.
As we move to the end of the pandemic we need Cooperation more than ever.

